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TwinTec  
Pharmacy Stock Automation 
and Dispensing System
+ Enhanced efficiency 
+ Better management of medication 
+ Increased time to deliver better patient care 
+ Personalized flexible systems
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TwinTec Pharmacy Robot 2  Ultra fast dispensing

The multiple ejection mechanisms of TwinTec enables the rapid 

and simultaneous dispensing of multiple items. This is made 

possible by gravity channels and the vertically movable conveyor 

belt ensures a low drop height and thus the integrity of the 

medication.

3  Mobile loading and radio scanner

Mobile loading allows you to perform loading procedures easily 

and helps you with loading operations. The radio scanner enables 

you to scan codes from a distance so stock can be refilled with 

the maximum efficiency. Accurately stored medication means you 

don’t waste time searching and can focus on delivering better 

care.

4  LED location Indicator

Easily identify which drawer needs to be refilled thanks to the LED 

indicator system with an additional audio alert. Our reliable system 

minimizes errors and saves time – to maximize efficiency. 

5  Vertical select system

Our moving conveyor belt system enables even the most fragile 

box to be moved safely. Automation uses upward and downward 

movements to carefully get items where they need to go, no 

matter where they have been loaded originally.

1  Modular system

The TwinTec with its 1,40 m or 2,80 m modules is configurable and adaptable (on the same line, 

on L on 2 lines...). Conveying technology keep things moving and can even dispense medication to 

counters in other rooms – or vertically using lift action. Adding automation to your workflow also 

ensures medication gets where it needs to via reliable chutes. Colors and position of slides can be 

customized to suit your pharmacy’s set-up.
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We deliver innovation in the field of pharmacy  
automation market that lead to holistic medication 
management solutions.

With decades of experience in hospital and pharmacy automation, we are a global industry leader for  

medication management solutions. We proudly count more than 800 installations in community pharmacies 

in Europe, in particular in France and Italy.  Our long history of innovation in the pharmacy automation field 

allows us to offer a wide and reliable portfolio of solutions and integration technologies that increase  

efficiency and safety of operations in the pharmacy. 
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